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The "Latvian Sustainable Development Indicators in Latvia 2003" differs in
principle from reports prepared previously regarding the environmental
situation in Latvia or environmental indicators. For the first time, this report
considers all three sustainable development blocks in Latvia: the
environment, the economy and social issues. This time environmental issues
are partly integrated into the block focussing on the economy, through
analysis of State macroeconomic indicators and the main sectors of the
economy in relation to the pressure they place on the environment. The
social section of the report covers issues such as demographics, employment,
healthcare and education. The environmental section of the report also
considers the impact of global problems such as climate change and the
degradation to the ozone layer on Latvia, as well as transboundary pollution,
reductions in biological diversity and the increase of the volume of waste in

developed countries.

This report leads one to conclude that favourable economic indicators do not conflict with
high standards of nature conservation. The development of both areas is necessary if we
are to successfully ensure a stable increase in the quality of life. During ten years of
independence our manufacturing infrastructure which has been renowned as energy
consumptive, inefficient and only compatible for the requirements of the eastern market-
place has already begun to compete in the western market-place. This transition has been
and remains particularly difficult for many companies. However the attainment of new
integrated operations permits, certificates confirming the introduction of ISO 9001 and
ISO 14001 standards; the environmental management programmes developed within
companies and the introduction of clean manufacturing projects within companies all
represent reasons to hope that the majority of products manufactured in Latvia will
compete successfully in the common market following our accession to the European
Union.

In developed countries the utilisation of goods and services per capita is growing
disproportionately rapidly. The quantity of waste is also increasing. Latvia remains a long
way short of consuming an excessive quantity of goods and services; nevertheless we must
find such indicators in good time that foster the development of a sustainable society and
which will support astute political decision-making followed by surefooted action. In this
way, we will protect the Latvian public from many of the current problems afflicting
Western Europe. 

Raimonds Vçjonis

Minister of the Environment
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The Latvian Environment Agency (LEA) has prepared in Latvia a
qualitatively new information publication - "Sustainable development
indicators in Latvia 2003".

In 2002, the LEA published the "Environmental indicators in Latvia 2002".
That differed from previous publications with an attempt to look at the
causal relations of environmental issues, mutually connecting environmental
and economic issues. Experience has shown that the characterisation of only
the condition of the environment with the economic development that
influences it insufficiently reflects objective reality. The basic principles of
sustainable development specify that in an evaluation one must involve also
a third dimension - social issues. People are more likely to pay attention to
environmental issues if they have secure housing, food, safety, and health

care. Not for nothing are all political decisions both in the world and in the European
Union taken integrating environmental problems in the course of economic and social life.

In order to prepare such an all-encompassing evaluation it is necessary to ensure relevant
data and information. The LEA has for ten years been forming a unified environmental
information system for the Republic of Latvia Ministry of the Environment in order to join
Latvia's, Europe's and the whole world's information networks, and thus secure for the
public information regarding the quality of our environment and the pollution loads that
affect it, as well as regarding natural resources and their utilisation. The LEA maintains
several databases with information about essential environmental issues, including
utilisation of water and the pollution of water from point type sources of pollution,
emissions into the air, protected nature territories and protected species, environmental
resources taxes, hazardous wastes, chemical substances and products. In 2001, the
formation of a municipal waste database was commenced, but since 2002 the LVA has
maintained also an inland waters quality database. This is a good basis for the preparation
of a report on such indicators, however, only by one's own efforts it is not possible to do it.

Many thanks to the experts from other institutions of the Ministry of the Environment and
the ministries of other sectors, who actively became involved in the development of
indicators and securing them with the data and information at their disposal, themselves
preparing separate divisions of the Report, as well as giving advice for the formation of
divisions.

The "Sustainable development indicators in Latvia 2003" is meant for decision-takers,
sector specialists, scientists, students of higher education, schoolchildren and the general
reader.

Ilze Kirstuka

Director of Latvian Environment Agency
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